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B JREWORD

Experience suggests that many failure of nuclear medicine instruments are due to damage by
exterior electrical disturbances, hostile climat or human error. In order to improve this situation, a
regional workshop on the protection of nuclea instruments was held in Manila, Philippines, in 1995
under the support of Regional Cooperation Aj eement (RCA) project (RAS/4/008) " Maintenance of
Nuclear Instruments". As one of its follow-uj actions, a working group meeting was held also in
Manila in March 1997 and a draft of a handbc :>k on the same subject was worked out. This
handbook aims to help instrument users in nu< ear medicine centres to understand the nature of the
various types of electrical disturbance and to ] otect against them. It will help them to express their
needs to suppliers of protective equipment, to >rder it, and to make sure it is properly installed.
Knowledge of electronic engineering is not required for these straightforward management tasks but
a general knowledge of the problem - and of i':. vocabulary - is essential.

The draft of the handbook was thorou hly reviewed and modified according to suggestions of
many experts in a consultant meeting held in ' j ienna in December 1997. Now, it is hoped the new-
version will be more useful to directors, physi. ians and technologists in nuclear medicine centres. It
is hoped that the handbook will be widely dis>; ibuted in nuclear medicine centres and play an
important role in helping staff members to improve the working environments of instruments there.



EDITORIAL NOTE

This publication has been prepared from the original material as submitted by the authors. The views
expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the IAEA, the governments of the nominating Member
States or the nominating organizations.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the
publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered) does
not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to reproduce,
translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
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Introduction

Instruments are fundamental to successful nuclear medicine practice. They must be properly installed in an
environment in which they can give accurate and uninterrupted service. They have to be properly and carefully-
operated and supported throughout their life by regular care and maintenance. If something is wrong with a key
instrument all well trained staff members are idle and all purchased radiopharmaceuticals become useless.

Overall responsibility for instrumentation rests with the directors of nuclear medicine centres. They should
support their electronic engineers, medical physicists, technologists and physicians to plan and implement the
care and protection of nuclear medicine instruments, see that they are properly maintained, and kept in optimum
working condition by regular checks.

Protection should be considered, and provided for, before installing any new instrument. The protective devices
are part of the new installation and should be well maintained along with the instrument throughout its life. Thus
protection needs careful planning, particularly at the beginning of a new instrumentation programme. It can
affect selection, procurement, acceptance testing, and the design of quality control and maintenance routines.

These activities should be considered as important in their own right. They should not be mixed in with other
functions or left to take care of themselves in the daily rush to get through routine work.

Experience suggests that more than half of all failures of electronic equipment are due to damage by external
electrical disturbances. Section 2 of this handbook aims to help instrument users in nuclear medicine centres to
understand the nature of the various types of disturbance, and to protect against them. Section 3. shows how air
conditioning can help to protect instrumentation. Section 4 lists some practical tips to avoid accidental damage
due to mishandling.

A computer program for use with Personal Computers, "EPC Expert" is described in Appendix A. This is an
"expert system" which gives a summary of measures to provide a safe electrical environment for electronic
equipment. It will be found useful as a training aid and may also help in the selection of surge suppressors,
uninterruptible power supplies, and other protective devices. It may be obtained from the IAEA, at the address
given in Appendix A.

Appendix B shows a sample checklist of actions, which should be taken to ensure the day-to-day safety of
equipment in a nuclear medicine laboratory.
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1.1 Vulnerability of nuclear medicine instruments.

Nuclear medicine instruments include gamma counters and gamma cameras, which use sodium iodide (Nal)
crystals, high precision electronics, and high-speed computer system for medical data and image acquisition and
processing. These are very sensitive and vulnerable to poor environment - hostile climate, electrical
disturbances - and to damage by human error (Figure 1).
Table 1 summarises the particular vulnerabilities of nuclear medical instruments, with recommended protective
measures for each.

Key
instruments

Gamma
cameras

&
SPECT
systems

Main parts

Nal Crystal
of big size and very
thin, e.g. 500 mm

diameter and
9 mm thickness

Collimator
big diameter,
high precision

Photomultiplier
Tubes

(37 to 108 pcs)
of high gain

(above 100,000)

Head electronics
circuits

with high sensitivity,
high voltage

(1000 to 1500 V)
and high imaging

precision

Computer systems
high speed data links

Vulnerabilities

• damage by thermal shock
• damage by mechanical shock
• damage by hygroscopy

• mechanical damage

• sensitive to temperature change,
humidity, dust and smoke

• sensitive to radioactive contamination
• damage due to light leakage

• very sensitive to high humidity and
dust

• very sensitive to electromagnetic
interference

• sensitive to power line disturbances
• sensitive to electromagnetic

interference and electrostatic
discharges

Recommended
care and

protection

air conditioning
care

care

air conditioning
care

air conditioning
power

conditioning

power
conditioning,
proper wiring
and grounding



Key instruments

Well-type gamma
counters

(single or multi-
typ<0

Thyroid uptake
systems

Rectilinear
scanners

Liquid
scintillation

counters (LSC)

Dose calibrators

Radiation
contamination

monitors

Main parts

Crystal, Sodium
Iodine

Photomultiplier of
high gain

(above 100,000)

Electronic circuits
with high gain

(around 1000) and
high voltage

(1000 to 1500 V)
Microprocessor or
PC based control

unit and data
processing system

lonisation chamber

GM tubes

Counting
circuits

Vulnerabilities

• damage by mechanical shock
• crystal is hygroscopic

• sensitive to temperature change,
humidity, dust and smoke

• damage by light leakage

• very sensitive to high humidity and
dust

• very sensitive to electromagnetic
interference

• sensitive to power line disturbances
• sensitive to electromagnetic

interference and electrostatic
discharges

• sensitive to temperature change
• sensitive to high humidity and dust
• sensitive to electromagnetic

interference

Recommended
care and

protection

care,
air conditioning

air conditioning,
care

air conditioning,
power

conditioning,
proper wiring
and grounding

air conditioning,
power

conditioning

no need for air
conditioning or

power
conditioning,

particularly for
portable
monitors

Table 1 Recommended care and protection measures.
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1.2 Responsibilities for the care, handling, and protection of instruments in nuclear
medicine centres.

If a nuclear medicine centre is to run efficiently and reliably it must have a sound Quality Assurance (QA)
Programme. Care, handling and protection of instrument are an indispensable part of this. The aim of QA is to
ensure that the results of all procedures are close to an established ideal, and are free from errors and artefacts. In
any QA programme, instruments need particular attention. They must be properly installed in an environment in
which they can give accurate and uninterrupted service. They must be properly and carefully operated. They
must be supported throughout their life by regular care and maintenance.
Responsibility for QA rests with the directors of nuclear medicine centres. They should ensure that their
electronic engineers, medical physicists, technologists, and physicians plan and seriously implement agreed
programmes for the protection and care of their instruments. Table 2 lists some of the main factors to be
considered when establishing these programmes.



1. Objectives
and benefits

2. Main tasks

3.
Dependency
on type of
equipment

4. Procedures
and protocols

5. Scheduling

6. Staff
involved

Physical
protection

Protect against:
Electrical
disturbance,
hostile climate,
contamination

Study necessity
for protection,
select and install
protective
devices,
periodically
check and
maintain
protective
devices

Independent,
except for

factors related
to power

consumption

Available in
installation

manuals

Before
installation, and

periodical
checks

The director,
medical

physicists and
electrical
engineers

Care and
handling

Protect against:
Human error

Educate all staff
members,
check its
implementation
periodically

Mostly
independent,

but follow some
cautions in
operation
manuals

Mainly
available in
operation
manuals

Daily care

All staff
members
including

cleaning staff

Preventive
maintenance

To:
Prevent failures,
keep high quality
of performance,
prolong useful life

Clean and
lubricate,
replace worn out
parts at early
stage,
tune if necessary,
re-calibrate
(particularly
modern correction
circuits)

Dependent

Perhaps available
in service manuals

Schedules
suggested by
manufacturer

Qualified service
engineers

Quality control

To:
Verify specification
after installation,
ensure that
performance is
satisfactory

Carry out tests for
acceptance after
installation,
carry out regular QC
tests according to
schedules or after
repair

Independent

NEMA standards,
IAEA TECDOC- 602

Schedules
recommended in the

TECDOC-602

Technologists and
physicists

Corrective
maintenance

To:
Put defective
instruments back in
operation

Troubleshooting,
replace defective
parts or
components,
re-calibrate and
check

Dependent

Mainly available in
service manuals

On emergency basis

Qualified service
engineers

Table 2 Factors to consider when establishing care and protection programmes



2 Power Conditioning - protection against electrical disturbances

2.1 Protection against disturbances on the mains electricity supply

It has always been difficult to keep equipment working properly in the tropics. Hospital equipment is no
exception - indeed it is a prime example. Devices that give years of service in more temperate places are at risk
as soon as they are used in a tropical country. The consequences are familiar - unusable equipment, untreated
patients, frustrated medical staff, overloaded repair shops. Evidently equipment needs better care right from the
beginning, from the moment it is unpacked. But what sort of care, what hazards are peculiar to the tropics, what
can and should be done, and who should do it?

This booklet is about the care of equipment used in nuclear medicine, with emphasis on its electronics. Modern
electronic instruments are highly reliable but they are peculiarly sensitive to certain kinds of electrical damage.
But they can be protected, and how to do this is the main message of this book. Mechanical and optical
components need protection too but they are different from instrument to instrument and need specialised
attention. Electronics is however a common theme. And fortunately it is possible, and not difficult or expensive,
to protect all the electronic equipment in a hospital by taking a few rather simple precautions.

There has been a lot of change in the technology of nuclear medicine since its early days. Electronics in the
1960s was still in the age of electron tubes and mechanical relays. The devices of those days, designed for
temperate countries, were not sealed or treated to resist hostile climates. They were vulnerable to high
temperature, humidity, insects, and fungus. Components in them soon deteriorated.

Techniques for tropicalizing electronic equipment were developed during the Second World War. Radar and
communications equipment could be made to work even in the jungle. Why not the same for hospital
equipment? It was a question of cost. Expensive procedures and special sealed components were needed for
tropicalization. Standard medical equipment was not tropicalised and manufacturers were not willing to bring in
the added difficulty and cost of doing so.

Air conditioning was a practical solution to the climatic problem, and wherever it could be afforded it was
applied. Failure rates decreased but were still high. Why was this? For electronic equipment the cause could not
be misuse - as it might well be for mechanical equipment - but there was good reason to suspect the destructive
effect of unreliable or erratic electricity supply. This was confirmed in a series of studies made by the IAEA in
SouthEast Asia in the 1970s.

The details of the ways in which these disturbances could cause damage were at first not understood. Why
should failure of the mains supply, apparently just a temporary loss of voltage, sometimes cause permanent
damage to instruments? But this is what repair workers reported - after a power cut more instruments came
in for repair. And why did instruments in one building fail but those in another worked well for months on
end? Did the way a building was wired - what kind of cables, how they were arranged, what arrangements
for grounding, what other equipment might be connected - have some critical effect? What was the role of
electric storms, with their lightning flashes? Could a distant storm cause damage to instruments, and if so,
how to protect them? Could a whole hospital be protected by some simple single system - as lightning
conductors can protect every part of a building - or must a protective device be provided for each instrument?

It was known that damaging voltage surges can be launched into power line systems by load-switching at power
stations. Similar surges may be due to accidental short circuits, or sudden connection or disconnection of large
industrial loads. Lightning is evidently a factor, because damage to electronics during thunderstorms is common.
Lightning is much more frequent in the tropics than in the temperate zones (Figure 2).

All these problems were widely investigated, mainly in the USA but also in Europe. Lightning was studied many
years ago because of the damage it caused to transformers and switchgear in the power supply system itself.
High overhead distribution cables suffer huge voltage surges when lightning strikes (Figure 3). Recording
devices were fixed to distribution pylons to measure the frequency and scale of the disturbances.



Figure 2 Thunderstorm days per year

Overhead distribution cables were protected by
fitting surge suppressors, devices that flash over
when voltage is excessive. Surge energy then flows
through the suppressor and down the legs of the
pylon, dissipating itself in the earth. Residual surge
voltage remaining on the cables is not harmful to the
distribution system. But it may still amount to
several thousands of volts - enough to damage
instrumentation if it gets into a building.

Power distribution in industrial regions can be very
unstable, as big loads are frequently switched in or
out, and overloaded systems fail. Information about
this has been collected for many years and reported
in the technical literature.

Figure 3 Lightning strikes affecting the power supply
system
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Figure 4 Disturbances of the mains supply



The typical voltage disturbances are summarised in Figure 4.

Protective measures against all these effects have been worked out, and recommended procedures are now
codified as industrial standards. Protective devices for use in buildings - small-scale equivalents of those, which
protect overhead distribution cables - are available commercially and can be bought in retail shops selling
electrical equipment. Since the 1980s complete security against power line disturbance has been possible, and
indeed easy. One can also buy small standby power systems, which provide alternative, power if public supply
fails.

Why then are there still so many breakdowns?

Modern electronics is highly reliable, but the devices on which it depends - microprocessors etc. - are
continually being made more sophisticated. That also often means that they become more sensitive to electrical
damage. The trend is towards more complexity and higher operating speed, so the circuits inside chips become
smaller and are packed closer together. A single chip may contain a million microscopic transistors and failure
of any one could disable the whole equipment.

Another modern trend is data connection between computers. Local networks link them together within the
laboratory, and modems and telephone lines connect them with other computers at distant sites. Data-lines are
wide open to voltage pickup, and the sensitive elements in computers, which transmit and receive data, are very
vulnerable to damage by voltage surges. It is probable that more failures are caused in this way than by pickup
from power mains.

Some electronic equipment, from some manufacturers, now has built-in surge protection. Miniature surge
suppressors are mounted inside the equipment, even on the circuit boards, within a few millimetres of the
components they are to protect. Input or output sockets connected to data-lines may have their own built-in
suppressors. Grounding is carefully planned so that surge currents do not interfere with the working of the
equipment.

Such well-designed systems work well and are not damaged even in very disturbed electrical environments. But
it is seldom possible to tell from a manufacturer's catalogue whether what is described is protected in this way.
The mixture of old and new equipment in many laboratories makes it probable that some items have no internal
protection at all. Since it is neither difficult nor expensive to protect a whole laboratory by a single action, by
fitting surge suppressors to its mains supply wiring, it makes sense to protect everything at once in this way.

2.2 Protection against spikes.

The most damaging of all electrical disturbances (see Figure 4) are the short sharp voltage impulses known as
"spikes" that appear at random intervals on power supply or data cables. These have been the subjects of many
investigations. They are brief, lasting less than a thousandth of a second, but may be very intense, reaching a
peak of several thousands of volts.

When a lightning discharge strikes an overhead power cable it generates a short-lived impulse of hundreds of
kilovolts. Flashover and protective devices near the point of impact reduce this to tens of kilovolts but
nevertheless a formidable residual spike remains and is launched out in both directions along the overhead cable.
It jumps across switches and transformers and if it enters a building may be propagated throughout the interior
wiring.

Because of their extreme amplitude spikes can cause fatal damage to vital components inside an instrument.
Fortunately, protection against them is neither difficult nor expensive. It should be a first step in any
programme for better care of electronic instruments.

Spikes may be caused by switching events in the power supply network as well as by lightning strikes.

The switching events which cause spikes may be normal load switching by the supply company, or industrial
load switching, or accidental events such as short circuits or broken mains cables or faulty electrical equipment.



Whenever a large current is switched on or off the effects of induction generate a short-lived high voltage and so
may launch a spike into the supply network. This travels along the cables at near the speed of light, losing
energy as it goes, but even after a kilometer or more may still be strong enough to damage delicate equipment.

Spikes caused by switching come not only from outside, they may also originate inside the hospital building. A
faulty lift motor, failing fluorescent light or faulty domestic equipment can all generate spikes. Although less
intense than those due to big switching events outside the hospital these can also be damaging because they
originate so close at hand.

Spikes are too brief to be noticed by people in the laboratory. There is no visible flickering of the lights and
seldom any sign of interference with the working of equipment. The only sign that a spike has occurred may be
that an instrument has inexplicably broken down.

How often do the spikes occur, and how big are they (what voltage, what energy) when they travel around
inside a building? How easy is it for them to do this?

Studies have been made by connecting recording oscilloscopes to mains outlets in buildings on different types of
terrain, in different countries. There is a continuous distribution of spike amplitudes, limited at around 6000V
by flashover in the mains wiring. There are more high voltage spikes in exposed mountainous country than in
cities, and more in countries where lightning is common. Thunderstorms are ten times more frequent in the
tropics than in northern Europe, and they have more and bigger lightning flashes!

It has been found that spike amplitudes of 1500V or more on the laboratory wiring are consistently damaging to
instruments. But there is so much variation that no definite figure can be given. One can say only that a killer
spike may occur at any time, at any place, at random intervals, which may be weeks, or months, or years.

Voltage spikes do not travel easily through mains wiring. They are electrically similar to brief high-frequency
radio waves, and are weakened much as a radio signal would be if it had to pass through ordinary wiring (this is
why TV antennas need special cables). This fortunate fact is exploited for suppressing spikes. Protective
devices, which appear to a spike as a short circuit, are connected across the mains at strategic locations. The
energy of the spike is dissipated in the devices and in the electrical resistance of the cabling.

This procedure is often called "surge suppression", and the devices are called "surge suppressors", although
"spike suppressor" would be a better name. In the following we call them "Spike Suppression Devices", SSDs.
There are many forms of SSD, ranging from special mains plugs with built-in protection for a single instrument,
up to lightning arrestors which protect a whole building. Several manufacturers specialise in this type of
equipment and will advise on what to buy and how to use it.

Spike suppression has become a lot more easy and effective in recent years. A range of voltage-sensitive
components has been developed for this purpose - gas discharge tubes, diodes, Varistors, transorbs. Each of
these has very different characteristics. Some absorb a lot of energy but
respond slowly, others respond quickly but cannot handle large spikes.
Manufacturers of SSDs use them singly or in combination to produce
devices with different capacities and specifications. Some SSDs are
designed for data lines, others for mains power, and others to protect
modems connected to phone lines for Internet service.

SSDs for mains protection may be "heavy duty", designed to intercept very
energetic spikes as they enter the building at the main switchboard. There
are also smaller units for mounting on distribution boards within the
building. These may have some means to show that their protective
function is still working correctly, by a light on the unit, or a contact which
opens or closes. Some have replaceable components, similar to plug-in
fuses, so that a faulty unit may easily be restored.

A common form of mains SSD sold in retail shops is the surge-suppressor
socket strip (Figure 5). This is widely used to protect TV sets or Personal

Figure 5 Spike protected socket strip
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Computers. It looks like an ordinary extension adapter with three or four mains sockets, but inside the moulding
is a spike suppression circuit. A good quality device of this type need cost no more than 50 US dollars. It will
protect as many instruments as can be plugged into its outlets, within the total current capacity of the cable and
sockets.

Cheaper units of this type may not be as effective as they claim. A
mains SSD should include three Varistors, one connected between the
two power lines and one between each power line and the ground line.
If in doubt open up the SSD and check what it contains. Varistors are
small coin-shaped devices with an insulating coating (Figure 6). They
are voltage-sensitive devices, which short-circuit spike voltages but have
no effect on mains supply. If an SSD has only one of Varistor, choose
another (better!) model. Check also that Varistors of adequate rating
have been used. As a general guide their diameter should be 15mm or
more - if less, they may have an unacceptably short useful life.

Figure 6 Varistor

Some SSDs include a radiofrequency filter as well as spike suppression. There is no need to accept the expense
of this unless RF interference on the mains has been identified as a real problem. This is unlikely in most
laboratories.

The size of a SSD - whether it is a large unit mounted on a switchboard or only a small unit protecting one PC -
depends not on the current drawn by the load but on the voltage and energy content of the spikes. SSDs do not
act by blocking spikes, they short-circuit or divert them. It is this action that makes spike suppression so easy to
apply - there is no need to match the SSD to the power drawn by the equipment to be protected. One SSD can
protect a whole laboratory.

Spikes from the power supply system are most energetic close to where they enter the building along the main
supply cable. The main switchboard near this point is directly exposed to full-scale lightning spikes, and if it is
decided to protect it will need a heavy-duty SSD with flameproof cover. But it may be decided not to protect at
this point, and instead to accept and repair any lightning damage that may occur. It may be judged economical to
replace lightning-damaged wiring and perhaps switchgear - such damage is very rare - than to buy and install a
large SSD.

A few tens of meters away from the point of entry, at a local distribution board, the energy of incoming spikes is
no more than that of those originating within the building. This is readily handled by a medium-level SSD.
Further away still, in the laboratories, small socket-type units as described above are sufficient.
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This "three-zone approach " (Figure 7) is commonly used in SSD planning and has been incorporated in
SSD standards and guidelines. One can follow it, conveniently and cheaply, when introducing spike
protection for the first time. In the first zone, SSD socket strips are bought and used with key instruments.
Then a bigger unit is fitted to the distribution board serving the whole laboratory. In the third zone a heavy-
duty unit may befitted to the main switchboard, but this option need not always be taken up.

As more SSD socket strips come into use around the laboratory the general electrical environment is improved -
spikes propagating through the mains wiring find themselves more frequently passing an outlet into which a
spike-protected socket strip is plugged, or which is used to supply spike-protected equipment, and each time this
happens the spike loses energy.

The discussion up to now has been about protection against high-voltage impulses on the mains, which can
permanently damage an instrument. Attention to this is certainly the first priority. But the most troublesome
problems experienced in daily work are due to total loss of power, or supply voltage being too high or too low,
or interference ("radiofrequency noise") on the power supply. Low voltage can be corrected by various types of
constant-voltage transformer, but to go on working when total power is lost for hours or days needs a full-scale
alternative standby supply such as a motor-generator. A battery-operated device can give protection for a few
minutes, which may be enough to save data or complete an important measurement. None of these solutions is
cheap, and all must be matched to the type of equipment to be protected. How to decide what best to do is
discussed in the next sections.

The problem faced by many users is long-term reduction in voltage by more
than their equipment can accept. There may be occasional blackouts when
power fails altogether. There are frequent jumps in voltage as loads or
generators are switched in or out.

j
A simple way to provide stable power for a single instrument is to '
connect it to the mains through a Constant Voltage Transformer, CVT
(Figure 8). This delivers power at close to nominal voltage even if the •.
supply varies as much as 20-30 percent. This is a simple solution, well \
worth trying if a particular instrument seems troubled by unstable power :

supply. The power rating of the CVT should be comfortably more than
that of the instrument - if the instrument draws 200 watts choose a CVT
rated at half a kilowatt. The cost will be around 500 US dollars.

Another way to stabilise the mains voltage is to install a tap-switching
transformer (Figure 9). This has a sensing circuit that continually
measures the supply voltage and automatically switches the taps of a

2.3 Protection against voltage fluctuation.

Voltage fluctuation is well known to everyone. If voltage is too high or too
low the lights flicker, radios stop, lifts do not work.

Electric power reaches the laboratory through a long and difficult path from
the generating station. Overhead and underground cables, switchgear,
transformers, and many branching and junctions lie between generator and
user. Hundreds of other users tap off varying amounts of power. It is not
surprising that the mains voltage measured in the laboratory is not completely
steady.

Electronic equipment is designed to work with mains voltage within a certain
range. Voltage stabilisers inside the equipment cope with fluctuations up to
plus or minus 15 percent from normal (more in some modern equipment).
For a supply which keeps within the equipment's acceptance range there is
no need for further stabilisation.

Figure 8 Constant Voltage
Transformer

Figure 9 Tap switching transformer
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secondary winding so as to maintain output voltage within a few percent of nominal. Tap switching may be done
mechanically by a motor-driven selector switch or electronically using semiconductor switching devices. Tap
switching stabilisers are usually lighter and cheaper than CVTs but the stability of the output voltage is less,
moreover it may produce transient spikes during the switches.

Constant-voltage devices cannot help if the power supply fails altogether. Then an alternative source of energy
is needed, and it is necessary to install some form of Uninterruptible Power Supply, UPS (Figure 10). Several
UPS systems are now available. Most of these units draw power from a battery and convert it electronically into
alternating current at mains voltage. The battery is recharged automatically when mains power returns.

UPS systems were developed to keep computers running during power failure long enough for the operator to
save data and then shut down the system in an orderly way. The time needed for this is around ten minutes. The
battery supplied with the unit is usually big enough to supply backup power only for this time. If extended off-
line working is required this must be specified when ordering the UPS. Some models make provision to use a
larger external battery to extend the backup period.
UPS systems come with a bewildering variety of options. The
simplest switch themselves into action only when mains power fails.
More expensive models are in action the whole time - the
instrument they protect is never connected directly to the mains but
is always supplied entirely by a battery-driven generator, and so is
effectively protected not only from voltage loss but also from fast '•
transients (spikes). An intermediate type - the "intelligent UPS" - ••- . ."
keeps the instrument connected to the mains whenever voltage is «
available, but uses its internal generator to correct this by adding or ' V •
subtracting voltage as required.

Important nuclear medicine equipment - such as a gamma camera - ~
may usefully be supplied through a UPS.

Figure 10 Uninterruptable Power
This ensures that the scan of a patient can be completed even if Supply
there is power failure while imaging is in progress. Thus the cost
and dose burden of the radiopharmaceutical committed to the patient are not wasted.

Using an UPS may also bring protection against spikes. As explained above this depends on the type of UPS.
Some give excellent protection because they act as a permanent barrier to spikes, but others may offer no more
than Varistor spike suppression. If protection against spikes is the main requirement, installing such a UPS
would be a wastefully expensive way to go about it - it would be much cheaper, and just as good, to install a
simple SSD.

2.4 Choice of protection devices against electrical disturbances for nuclear medicine
instruments

With such variety of devices to choose from how should one begin to improve the protection of instruments in a
nuclear medicine department? The choice depends on the types of instrument to be protected, the severity of
local power supply problems, and the availability of power protection equipment in local markets.

It should be appreciated that damage is statistical. Protection against electrical disturbance is a form of
insurance. It is buying protection against something that may happen at any time. One cannot predict what, or
when, but only that there will be trouble sooner or later. To decide if protection is worthwhile one must balance
how much it costs against financial and other loss if an instrument is out of action. Only the cost of installing
protection can be stated with any precision. Luckily, it is not great.

What are the chances and consequences of damage? We must distinguish between effects of voltage spikes
and voltage fluctuations.
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As has been explained, spikes are rare events, which occur unpredictably and cause serious damage.
They are accidents, no ordinary measuring instrument can detect them. Spikes big enough to cause damage occur
only rarely, separated by weeks or months or years. There is no way to predict which instrument will be
affected. A costly breakdown may be due to a single spike, but there is no way to prove that this is what
happened.

Spike protection is cheap. It can be applied to a whole building. When this is done every instrument is
spike-protected and there is no need to think about each instrument separately.

In this respect spike protection is like fitting seatbelts in a car- it is protection against something that is unlikely
to happen but disastrous if it does.

Protection against voltage fluctuation is expensive and must be matched to the instrument being protected. A
big instrument needs a big stabiliser. A good voltage stabiliser may also protect against spikes.

Type of instrument to be protected

The instruments to be protected in a nuclear medicine department fall into three general categories:

Instrument

Dose Calibrator,
Personal Computer

Rectilinear Scanner,
Liquid Scintillation

Counter,
Gamma Counting System,

Thyroid Uptake

Gamma Camera,
SPECT

Type of protection
needed

Surge suppressor

Surge suppressor &
Constant Voltage

Transformer

Surge suppressor &
Uninterruptible Power Supply

Approx.
Cost

50$

500$

1000$

Function

- Protect equipment

- Protect equipment,
- Work during mains

fluctuations.

- Protect equipment,
- Finish measurements of
injected patients during a

black out.

Firstly, whether there are problems in the main power supply or not, buy
surge suppressor socket strips or plug-type surge suppressors (Figure II)
and draw mains power for all important instruments only through these
sockets. For each major instrument with permanently wired supply, fit a
wall-mounted surge suppressor. These are minimum precautions - no
more than one might do for a computer or TV at home - but well worth
while.

Some types of instrument need protection more than others. For a simple
radioisotope dose calibrator unit a surge suppressor will suffice if the
power interruptions are not frequent and usage is not continuous.
However, for accurate measurement under conditions of severe voltage
fluctuation the unit may need to be fed through a Constant Voltage
Transformer.

Figure 11 Plug type surge
suppressor

If you are in an area where voltage is known to be unstable, budget for stabilisation when planning a new
project. Include the stabiliser in the project estimate. If in doubt about the type or size of stabiliser
necessary, consult the manufacturer of the equipment to be protected.
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Suppliers may recommend UPS, and this expensive solution will almost certainly solve all your problems
(blackout, brownout, surges, spikes, etc.). UPS will provide several minutes of extended working when there is a
power failure. But is it really the best answer?

If black outs are not frequent and do not seriously disturb your work, a high capacity and expensive UPS may
not be worth the extra cost. A Constant Voltage Transformer and a surge suppressor may give sufficient
protection against other disturbances.

More complex units, such as gamma counting equipment or rectilinear scanners, need a surge suppressor against
spikes but also a Constant Voltage Transformer for protection against other disturbances.

Gamma Cameras, which are often in almost continuous use, should be protected against power spikes, voltage
fluctuations and also occasional power interruptions, therefore the use of an Uninterruptible Power Supply is
recommended.

It has been suggested that the use of a CVT with gamma cameras is not advisable, because their control systems
involve frequent switching of electromechanical motors, and the resulting sudden inrush currents may induce
damaging voltage surges across the CVT.

The general conclusion is clear - in all cases fit surge suppression now, and fit stabilisers later if this is found
necessary. Stabilisation is needed only for instruments for which it is known that the mains supply is
insufficiently steady and which are important enough to justify measures to keep them always working. But
surge suppression is a form of accident prevention. As for seat belts in cars, there is no need to wait for proof
that accidents can happen!

Since manufacturers know the requirements of their equipment concerning to the quality of mains supply, you
can avoid much trouble later if you consult with the manufacturer before placing the order.

Zone Protection

Having protected your main instruments you may consider whether it is worth fitting suppressors to protect the
whole building, or at least to protect the laboratory area. Fitting a surge suppressor to each mains distribution
board can do this. Check whether the distribution board that serves your laboratory also supplies power to some
other activity, and whether the latter is electrically noisy. If it is, fit a surge suppressor without delay.

Installing such a board-mounted unit is a job for a surge-suppression specialist. For example correct connection
to the building ground system is essential and must be done with minimum length of connecting cable.

Protecting air conditioners and refrigerators

A word about a quite different problem - if the supply voltage is too low
(brownout) there may be damage to refrigerators, air conditioners, and other devices
which use motor-driven pumps. Typically during brownout or after a short break in
power supply the restored voltage is lower than normal and the pump motor cannot
get the pump to rotate. The motor remains stalled, it over-heats, and burns out. This
is why many refrigerators and air conditioners in areas affected by frequent
brownouts are damaged. Protection is by a device which monitors mains voltage
continually and disconnects if it is significantly less than normal. When voltage
returns to the normal range there is a delay of two or three minutes before
connection is resumed. These simple and reliable devices (Figure 12) cost around
US$50.

Figure 12 Air
conditioner protection
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A computerised "help" system

"Expert system" software available from the IAEA offers guidance for selecting the right type of protective
devices. It summarises a large amount of knowledge about power conditioning and incorporates rules for
selecting the right device to counter a particular set of power supply circumstances. It provides specifications for
devices recommended to match the instrument, and from its internal database gives details of models of devices
available from well-known manufacturers. Details are given in the Appendix A.

2.5 Protecting data links

Nuclear medical systems include sophisticated equipment such as gamma cameras and SPECT. These have units
- such as image acquisition and processing units, or main computers - which may be located in separate rooms
or even in different buildings. Communication between them may be via simple twisted wires (RS232C link) or
coaxial cables (Ethernet). The latter is widely used for fast transmission of the large volumes of data associated
with graphical imaging.

Both forms of connection are vulnerable to electrical interference. Low-level electrical interference (noise)
corrupts data as it is being transferred. Strong voltage surges can damage sensitive signal circuits at either end
of the interconnection. Both problems need careful treatment because of the great length of cable that may be
exposed to interference.

Evidently, data cables should be well shielded and should not be run close to other cables that may carry
interference. These precautions are easy to take. It is more difficult to decide how to connect the cable shields -
should they be grounded at both ends or at one end only? To what should they be grounded? And what about
surges, which in this case do not come directly from a power supply system - where do they come from, and how-
can they be protected against?

As a general rule the shields of signal cables should be grounded at one end only. A shield which is grounded at
both ends forms one side of an extended "ground loop", the other side being buildings or earth structures. Such a
loop is exposed to inductive coupling with other long conductors, or with the magnetic fields which accompany
lightning discharge. Voltage induced along the shielding is coupled capacitatively to the inner signal conductor
and appears as an interference signal between its ends. A shield grounded only at one end is not affected by
induction, and any voltage induced on it capacitatively has no differential between the ends of the shield.

Digital signalling is in terms of "voltage high" or "voltage low" with respect to a reference potential. If the
shield does not provide a common reference potential, how is communication possible?

To solve this problem in some industrial situations the concept of "equipotential system" has been introduced.
Within a building an effort is made to bind the whole structure together, electrically, so that it approximates to a
single Faraday cage. Structural steelwork is welded together, pipes and ducts are connected to the steelworks.
In such a building, data cables may run long distances without problem because the whole structure is always at
a single potential. Even if lightning strikes nearby, the interconnected systems are unaffected, because they are
within a single equipotential enclosure. This is of course not a practical solution for existing buildings, but it
points the way. The protective earth wiring (PE) of conventional power distribution systems is insulated, and
is kept out of contact with building structures so as to avoid imperfect and perhaps intermittent alternative
conducting paths. Connection of the PE system to earth is at one point only, typically at an earthing rod near
the point where power cables enter the building. Alternatively, earth connections may be made intentionally to
the structure at multiple points, to approximate to the ideal of an equipotential system, while making sure that
all alternative earthing paths are sound.

Single-point insulated PE, being cheap and easy to install, is often used in domestic buildings. For buildings in
which data transfer is critical - and this includes banks and supermarkets as well as hospitals and research
institutes - multiple earthing is becoming the method of choice. However, national building codes may specify
how earthing is to be done, and such codes must be respected. Fortunately it is possible to ensure integrity of
data transfer, and to protect the instrumentation, whichever earthing system is in use.
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Figure 13 Combined
telephone and mains

surge suppressor

Nowadays, data transfer is automatically protected by error detection routines.
These offer a software solution, at the cost of slowed data transfer when the error
rate is high. This is in many cases an acceptable solution - the instrumentation
does the best it can in an imperfect environment.

However, surge suppression for data lines requires a hardware solution, and
this should be provided.

For simple stand-alone PCs with a modem connected to the telephone network
one should buy a combined mains and telephone surge suppressor (Figure 13).
These may now be available at retail shops.

Data-line surge suppressors are different from those used on power lines because
they must pass high-speed data signals, which power line surge suppressors are
not required to do. Data-line suppressors should be fitted at each end of every
exposed data-line.

Figure 14 shows surge suppressors for different types of data-line. Data-line surge
suppressors are professional items that may have to be ordered specially, to match
the type of data transfer and data cable. Consultation with a professional supplier
of this type of equipment is recommended.

An example illustrates why data-lines need protection. A
well-known agricultural research station ran instrumented
studies in its experimental fields. Sensors measured
temperature, humidity, growth status, and so on. Data-lines
brought this information from the fields to recording PCs in
the laboratory. When lightning struck the field the PCs were
destroyed by surges conducted through data-lines. Simple
data-line surge arrestors would have prevented this.

Figure 14 Surge suppressors of different data
lines

2.6 Protection against Electrostatic Discharge

The phenomenon of charge accumulation due to friction has been known for centuries. When a person walks
across a synthetic carpet the body may become charged due to friction between shoe and carpet. The body may
be charged to several kilovolts in a dry climate. Often it is noticed that when a charged person touches or
approaches an object having conducting surfaces, for example a gamma camera chassis, an electrostatic
discharge (ESD) occurs; perhaps with accompanying spark. The risk of ESD is more severe when relative
humidity is low.

In general ESD causes no danger to people, although discharge from a fingertip to a grounded metallic object is
certainly an unpleasant experience (Figure 15).

Electrostatic discharge induces high currents, which create strong electromagnetic fields around conducting
paths. This can result in faulty operation of equipment and may damage sensitive electronic components,
especially semiconductor memory chips or microprocessors. There may be some temporary degradation of
performance or loss of function of the equipment, perhaps needing a system reset. Data may be lost. If there are
permanent effects they may be due to damage to insulation in semiconductor devices.
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Protection against ESD

Electrostatic discharge injects charge into vulnerable components or
equipment. Measures to dispel the charge, or prevent it accumulating, are
fortunately very simple.

Antistatic packaging and handling

If you receive components or spare parts for replacement you should p:i>
attention to those which need antistatic packaging and handling. Work
with them according to the accompanying instructions. A static-free
worktable (Figure 16) helps to protect these sensitive items. A
conductive floor mat or grid can prevent the operator or object from
accumulating charge.

Humidity control

Figure 15 Electrostatic discharge

A humid atmosphere can provide a leakage path that slowly
drains accumulated charge to ground. The higher the relative
humidity, the more effective is the leakage path. A humidity-
controller or air conditioner can maintain humidity at the
required level (at least 50%RH).

Ionizers

Ionizers are small electronic devices that generate large
quantities of positively and negatively charged ions. Ions
with opposite polarity are attracted to a charged object. Thus
the charge on the object is neutralised. Two kinds of ionizer
are available commercially. One utilises electrical corona, the
other uses ionising radiation from a radioactive source. Both
are helpful for reducing the risk of ESD.

Figure 16 Static-free work station

2.7 Mains wiring and grounding

Poor wiring or grounding may make instrumentation problem in hospitals worse. Examination of these is a
necessary first step when evaluating power problems in general. It is important to check how different
departments share branches of the supply, and where the nuclear medicine department fits into this scheme.

Mains wiring

A big installation such as a hospital has its own electricity substation, typically a small building in the hospital
grounds to which the supply company delivers electric power at high voltage, ten kilovolts or more.
Transformers in the substation convert this to local low voltage, 220 or 110 volts AC. A switchboard in the
substation distributes low voltage power to secondary switchboards in the hospital buildings. Local distribution
boards in rooms or corridors control supply to individual laboratories.

The hospital wiring network has a tree-like structure, with branches extending out from the substation. The first
task is to trace the part of this network which supplies the nuclear medicine department.
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Older hospitals have networks which have grown over the years and may follow a pattern that seems quite
without logic. Parts of the distribution tree may be loops rather than branches, and side branches may have been
added later at various points around the loops. Parts of the hospital may draw their power from separate
substations. Wiring plans may not be up-to-date but are at least a useful starting point.

Consult the hospital engineer and work with him to make an accurate plan for your part of the hospital.
Identify key switchboards and trace the circuits they supply, by opening switches and noting where power is
cut off. Note any cabling that runs in an unidentified direction and try to trace it. Note the quality of the
wiring and the way it is connected at points you can inspect Remove the covers of a few wall sockets and
look inside. Loose or resistive connections cause heating - look for signs of burnt insulation.

The layout of the wiring is important because it affects the probability that electrical noise or surges from other
people's faulty equipment may reach your instruments. Noise and surges are very rapid changes of voltage and
behave more like radio signals than power currents. Power wiring carries them inefficiently, so the further you
are from where they originate the less they are likely to trouble you. Attenuation in the wiring is proportional to
distance along cabling, and is greater in the direction back towards the main switchboard, going past distribution
boards and branching points, as at each such point surge energy coming toward you is shared with the other
branches and so your share of surge is reduced.

Which departments are connected to your part of the tree? If you share a branch with a workshop where they do
electrical welding you are sure to have trouble sooner or later. Faulty electrical equipment, for example a lift
motor, a fluorescent light, a coffee machine, or a faulty instrument may also generate interference.

If possible, arrange for your laboratory to be supplied via its own branch line connected directly to a major
distribution board.

If this is not possible, because of distance or the cost of new cables, and if you have reason to believe that a
laboratory that shares your line is a source of interference, consider running temporary wiring past the offending
neighbour and check if there is improvement. If there is you have strengthened your case for a separate branch.

When you understand the wiring layout, and have an idea about where interference is likely to originate, you
may make a case for fitting heavy-duty surge suppressors to some of the distribution boards. Such units back up
and protect the smaller and cheaper suppressors you fit to individual power outlets in your laboratory.

Surges originating outside the building, caused by lightning or by faults in the cross-country power system, may
be very energetic, but for these too you are protected by attenuation in the building wiring. After travelling a few
tens of meters from the main switchboard even a surge from a nearby lightning strike is manageable by heavy-
duty surge suppressors on the distribution boards.

Grounding

Grounding (or earthing - the meaning is the same) is an important part of electric power distribution. It refers to
how the average voltage of the AC supply is fixed with respect to ground, and how conducting paths are
provided to allow current to flow harmlessly away if there is a short circuit. These might seem simple matters
but in fact the whole subject is problematic and difficult. We do not attempt full treatment here but only outline
why grounding is important and mention some of its problems.

The main purpose of grounding is safety. If a fault occurs in the wiring there will be strong flow of current
("fault current") and dangerously high voltage may appear on surfaces which before were safe to touch (Figure
17). Flashover or overheating may then damage wiring and equipment. The grounding system is "protective"
because it is arranged so that the fault currents themselves act in the direction of safety, by blowing fuses or
actuating cut-outs and thereby cutting off the supply.
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Figure 17 Shock hazard without Protective Earth

Good grounding may also help sensitive instruments to work correctly, but that is only secondary - its main
purpose is safety, to protect the supply system, the equipment connected to it, and those who use the
equipment.

How is the hospital power supply grounded?

There is usually only one grounding point, in or near the substation. One side of the secondary winding of the
transformer is connected via a short thick cable to a metal rod driven into the ground. This is the "neutral" (N)
side of the hospital power supply. Connection to ground holds the voltage of this side of the transformer
winding to zero. The other side, the "live" side (L), is at the full alternating voltage of the power supply, 110 or
220 volts. Cables connected to N and L run to every power outlet in the hospital.

In modern installations a third wire, the ground wire E (or PE, "protective earth") also runs from the ground rod
in the substation to all power outlets and is connected to a third pin at each outlet. Instruments draw power from
N and L. Their chassis and exposed metal parts are connected to ground via E.

Would it matter if a user in a distant part of the hospital were to decide that better grounding would be good for
his instruments, and drive another rod into the ground, and connect the N side of the supply to ground a second
time, at this rod? Yes, it certainly would! Because if ever there should be a fault in N - if N should become
disconnected somewhere between the two ground rods - all current drawn by the distant user would flow through
the earth between the rods, and such earth currents would find their way along any metal pipes or building
structures that lie in their path. There could be arcing as current jumps across gaps and voltage may appear on
structures people can touch. It is to minimise such possibilities that grounding systems are strictly specified by
regulations governing electrical installation.

A metal outer casing of an instrument connected to ground obviously protects people, but how does
grounding protect equipment, the supply system, and even the building?

Power-system grounding does not directly protect against voltage spikes or other forms of electrical interference.
Its purpose is to protect by disconnecting power quickly when a line fault occurs. In fault conditions a live wire
may come into contact with a grounded structure. Fault current flows through the ground wire back to the power
transformer in the substation, and this current is detected by safety cut-outs which quickly disconnect the supply.

In this context "quickly" means within a small fraction of a second. Speed is important to minimise damage to
equipment and save people from serious hurt. The ground wire is a reliable low-resistance return path, so safety
cut-outs open quickly and reliably. If, as in earlier two-wire mains systems, there is no ground wire, a
developing fault may remain unnoticed for weeks until something suddenly bursts into flames or someone
receives a serious shock.
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What about the secondary function of grounding, to provide a steady electrical environment for electronic
instruments? Do instruments really need such an environment, and if so is mains grounding the best way to
provide it? We find that in fact it is not, because electrical disturbances in this system can work against reliable
operation.

For the instrumentation engineer the central problem of grounding is how to retain the safety function of mains
ground without allowing it to compromise the operation of instruments. The problem is worst if instruments are
connected together by data links and if they are far enough apart to be plugged into different branches of the
mains.

Digital signals, which govern every aspect of modern instrumentation, are small high-speed changes in voltage,
but changes relative to what? Signal circuits in each instrument are "grounded" to its frame, so signals are
voltages relative to the frame. Frames are connected to E. So we might say that signals are changes in voltage
relative to the steady zero voltage of the building's grounding system. But that would be an oversimplification,
as we shall see.

Instruments exchange signals with other instruments - PCs work with monitors and printers, or with other PCs to
which they are connected in a network. Signal links between instruments work reliably only if their signal
circuits refer to the same steady reference voltage. Does the mains ground system provide this? Unfortunately
not - it can in fact be a source of electrical interference, which prevents linked instruments from working reliably
together at all.

Suppose two instruments in different parts of a building are joined by a data link. Each is plugged into a three-
pin mains wall socket. Their E pins are electrically connected through the lengthy wiring of the mains grounding
system. But they share this connection with every other mains socket in the building. Fault currents or electrical
noise flowing in the E wire from these side connections can generate interference between the two instruments.

Data links do not depend only on mains ground - data cables carry their own zero reference connection, along a
wire in a multiwire cable or the shield of a concentric cable. This may also be said to be grounded, because it is
connected at each end to the frame of an instrument. Such a link would work just as well - in fact better -
without any connection to the E wire of the mains.

There is a further complication. Two ground links, through the mains E wire and through the ground wire of the
signal cable, together form a closed conducting loop, which can pick up interference by inductive coupling.
Conductors running nearby may inject interference via this coupling.

It is to avoid such difficulties that some installations have been provided with a separate "instrument earth", a
ground connection completely separate from that of the power system. A second ground rod was driven into the
earth at an electrically quiet location and connected to an earth wire running around the instrument room. The
mains ground wire E was disconnected and the frames of all instruments were joined to the new "quiet" earth.

But such an "Instrument earth " contravened wiring regulations - it reduced safety because it increased the
resistance of the earth mains return by the resistance of the ground between the two rods.
Modern practice does not recommend a separate instrument earth.

The problem of two linked instruments described above could be solved by running a local E wire between the
instruments and connecting it to the E wire of the mains wiring system at one point only along its length. Fault
and noise currents flowing in the mains E system cannot flow in a wire to which they have only single-point
connection.

This is the rationale for the currently recommended method for grounding groups of interconnected instruments.
Their frames are to be connected together by taking a wire from each instrument to a single common terminal,
and connecting that terminal by a single wire to the E side of the mains. By grounding in this "star connection"
way the safety features of conventional mains grounding are retained and troubles due to currents flowing
through a building-wide grounding system are avoided.
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In summary, the safest way to create a safe zero potential among units or instruments working together is to
connect their metal cases together. Special ground connection (screw or banana) on the front or rear panel
may be used.

A grounding tip:

When you change the signal cables between instruments, for example between a printer and a PC, first switch
both off and unplug their power cords. Only then can you safely remove or connect the signal cable. If live
power remains connected while you do this there may be damage to data transmission circuits in one or both of
the instruments. When you unplug a multi-wire printer cable you may happen to disconnect signal ground
before the signal connection has been broken. Filter capacitors at mains entry points can then introduce large
AC voltage differentials (typically half of the mains supply voltage) on the chassis, and this is applied directly to
the signal input which is still referenced to the grounded chassis of the PC. This can happen even if the
instruments are switched off because the power switch comes after the filter capacitors.

The Earth Bar

It has been a common misconception that the earth is a sort of sink into which interference signals simply
disappear. But this is not so. The earth has appreciable resistance, much more indeed than that of the ground
wiring we connect to it, and its voltage at any point varies from instant to instant as currents flow through it.
Lightning can produce huge voltage surges in the ground near the point of impact. So can fault currents. It is not
connection to the earth, to the real physical ground, that is important for instrumentation, but rather it is
provision to provide a working environment from which electrical instability has been excluded. The modern
approach is to replace the older idea "connection to a quiet earth" by a new concept, that of the "Equipotential
System". This is an extension of the star-connection approach mentioned above.

This system uses conventional three-wire distribution, but mounted close to the main switchboard there is a
massive copper bar, the "Earth bar", to which all E wiring is connected. A single conductor joins this bar to the
ground rod. The Earth bar acts as the central point of a star-connected grounding system for the whole building
(Figure 18).

y> Lightning conductor
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Figure 18 Bonding to the Earth bar
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If a laboratory in such a building needs a particularly steady electrical environment, protected from interference
arising from equipment in other rooms, a separate insulated E wire may be run directly to the Earth bar. This
takes the place of the "quiet instrument earth" which would have been used earlier.

If an extremely stable environment is needed throughout the whole building it may be designed and built as a
single equipotential enclosure. Reinforcement bars in the concrete, structural steelworks, metal door and
window frames, and metal pipes of all kinds are bonded together and connected to the Earth bar. Here
"bonding" means making solid electrical connections between all metalwork which is not part of the power
system.

An extreme example of such an arrangement is a modern aircraft. Here many electronic systems work together
in a small space. The metal body of the aircraft is an equipotential enclosure. Each group of instrumentation has
star-connected "grounding", with single-point connection to the metal body. It is not uncommon for an aircraft
to be struck by lightning and when this happens the whole structure experiences a surge of hundreds of
thousands of volts. But because of the careful grounding arrangements - in this location so far from the earth! -
the equipment within is unaffected.

Solutions without grounding

In many older hospitals the mains distribution system has apparently no E wire. The two-pin outlet sockets are
connected only to N and L. With such a system, what can be done to protect against surges? Is surge protection
possible - without making a good connection to ground?

Yes, it is possible. If your hospital has two-pin outlets the following is recommended.

First, check the distribution board supplying the laboratory. Quite probably it has a ground connection, even
though this is not carried through to the outlet sockets. If it has, mount a heavy-duty surge suppressor on the
distribution board and connect its E terminal to the ground connection on the board.
If the distribution board has no ground connection, check earlier boards in the distribution tree. Mount the
suppressor on the closest board that has a ground connection. As a last resort mount it on the hospital's main
switchboard, which must be connected to ground at the E side of the transformer.

The function of the heavy-duty suppressor is to intercept and divert lightning and other high-energy surges
coming into the hospital from outside. A connection to ground is necessary because these surges occur as
voltages between the supply system and ground and can be "suppressed" only by shunting them to ground. To
control disturbances coming from inside the hospital, fit your laboratory room with its own local three-wire
distribution system. Buy three-pin socket strips with built-in surge suppressors. Wire them as a new ring main
within your laboratory, using three-core cable. Connect the N and L circuits of the new system to N and L of the
old two-wire mains system. Plug your instruments into the new 3-pin sockets.

The surge suppressors in the new three-pin socket strips are effective even without an earth connection, because
voltage spikes appearing between N and L, or between N or L and your local E wire, are effectively short-
circuited by the varistors in the socket strips. Damaging voltage differences are suppressed at the only point
where they could enter your equipment. You have reproduced in your laboratory the careful grounding
arrangements used so successfully in aircraft!

You may connect the E circuit of the new system to a convenient nearby ground point - a water pipe or some
exposed steel building structure - if this available, but this is a safety measure to protect yourself and the supply
system. It is now necessary for protecting your equipment against voltage spikes on the supply system.
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Air conditioning - protection against hostile environment

Instruments are mostly designed and produced in the moderate climates
of advanced countries and are intended for use in those countries.
Equipment breaks down more frequently in tropical climates. High
temperature, high humidity, and dust are all harmful. Chemical aerosols,
smoke, and fumes cause corrosion and failures of insulation in electronic
components.

Air conditioning offers protection against these factors. Fortunately the
temperature and relative humidity levels (40 to 60 percent) which offer
comfortable working conditions for human beings are also suitable for
instruments.
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Figure 20 Image of a damaged
crvstal

Effects of high temperature Figure 19 Effect of changes in room
temperature on the system uniformity

1. Figure 19 shows the effect of changes in room temperature on the
system uniformity of a gamma camera. The performance of electronic components may deteriorate due to high
temperature. For example, the increase of the leakage current in a semiconductor device may lead to its
destruction.
2. Temperature gradients and thermal shock (sudden change in
temperature) can damage sensitive devices such as sodium iodide
crystals. The crystal may crack or lose sensitivity if the rate of change of
temperature is more than 2°C/hour.

Effects of humidity

1. High humidity levels may reduce the quality of picture or even damage
poorly sealed sodium iodide crystals (Figure 20 and 21). Figure 22 shows
the reduced uniformity image of a hydrated crystal.
2. High humidity will cause loss of insulation resistance in high voltage
equipment (e.g. CRT monitors) or in low current equipment (e.g.
ionisation chambers).
3. High humidity can cause fungus growth or dust on components
that are seldom cleaned.
4. High humidity will cause water condensation onto cold surfaces
when instruments cool down after being switched off.
5. High humidity will cause accelerated corrosion, notably at
switch contacts and on the conduction tracks of printed circuit
boards.
6. On the other hand too low humidity allows electrostatic charge
to build up on insulated surfaces. This can lead to sparking and
consequent damage to sensitive electronic circuitry.

Effects of dust, smoke, and other contaminants

1. Dust and smoke particles are deposited on high voltage
components and exposed cables, due to electrostatic attraction. This
can cause increased leakage currents or sparking.
2. Dust accumulating on heat sinks and cooling fans hinders the
dispersal of heat and may result in failure of components.
3. Dust and chemical corrosion on mechanical moving parts may lead to increased friction, or failure.

Figure 21 Damaged Na(I) crystal
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Factors for making air conditioning effective:

Heat enters the laboratory by conduction, convection, and radiation. People
and instruments are sources of heat and contribute to rise of temperature in
the laboratory. Management can be as important as a good cooling system:

1. Walls and ceilings should be heat insulating.
2. A double door entry system for the laboratory keeps warm dusty air from
entering the room. Fit automatic door closures and doormats at the entry to
prevent outside dust entering the laboratory.
3. Humid air enters through door openings, the washbasin drain, humid
walls, etc. All leakage paths (around water taps, gaps in door and window
frames etc.) should be sealed.
4. To prevent entry of dust through the air conditioning ducts fit an air filter
and clean it periodically.
5. Restrict the movement of persons in and out of the laboratory to a
minimum. Only those with genuine reason should enter (patients, doctors,
technicians, and operators).
6. Smoking, eating, or drinking in the laboratory should be prohibited.
7. Remove dust regularly from the surfaces of instruments, using a vacuum
cleaner or a fine brush. Cover instruments with a dust cover when not in use.
8. Maintain relative humidity below 80 percent to prevent condensation.

4 Management and Care - protection
against misuse

CT Figure 22 Uniformity image of a
hyd rated crystal

Many faults that arise in nuclear medicine instruments are due to carelessness
or neglect. Bad image quality or erroneous results may be due to incorrect settings and actions by the operators.
Certain accessories such as phantoms, collimators and various calibration sources and devices need particular
attention against operational and human errors. Simple mishandling by technical staff or unauthorised or
untrained personnel can do much damage.

Well-planned management of handling of instruments is essential if reliable results are to be obtained.
Diagnostic tests must be done regularly and recorded accurately. To keep equipment in operation and get it back
into use quickly when it breaks down, maintenance must be planned in advance. Staff must be trained, outside
services identified and assessed. Spare parts and essential consumable should be identified and held in stock.
Technologists must be strict in following instructions from the operation manual. A copy of the manual should
be kept in the same room as the equipment.

Well-planned management procedures to deal with all these problems should be part of the Quality Assurance
program.

Recommended good practices:

1. Everyone (including cleaning personnel, non-technical support staff)
should be instructed never to place anything (cup of coffee, ashtray, etc.)
on the detector head.
Avoid the situation shown in Figure 23. This may introduce particles
(dust, smoke particles etc.) into the system that will lead to some
electronic problem or mechanical damage.

Figure 23 Bad practice!
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2. Care must be taken to protect the crystal while performing quality
control testing. Put some rigid, non-absorbent material (acrylic,
Lucite,) over the face of the crystal (especially during intrinsic tests).

Example
Uniformity was to be measured with a point source, a syringe
containing radioactive fluid. The collimator was removed and the
detector head turned so that it looked upward. The source was
suspended casually from a tripod (Figure 24).
It fell and cracked the crystal.

Recommendation: Never leave the crystal uncovered!

3. Before attaching or detaching collimators check that nothing
is lying on the surface of the detector or collimator. A screw or other
small item lying on the crystal could crack it and damage the
collimator when the collimator is put in place again (Figure 25).

4. Do not leave collimators in any unsafe place as they may be
dented (Figure 26) or contaminated. Put them in their proper storage
place after use. Lock them up!

5. A collimator should be left attached to the detector head all the
times, as it serves two major protection purposes: (1) it acts as a physical
barrier to the Nal crystal from outside to prevent any type of mechanical
shock to the crystal, and (2) it acts as a protective temperature barrier
between the outside environment and the crystal. The structure of a
gamma camera head is shown on the Figure 27.

Example
Maintenance personnel came in to service the gamma camera. They
removed the hood from the upper part of the detector head. They
couldn't finish the repair, and left the head open with air conditioning
blowing on it. Next morning the crystal was found to be cracked.

Point n n t in container-

Camrtl axis of battctor

Figure 24 Uniformity test with point
source

Figure 25 View of a damaged crystal

6. When left for long periods, or even overnight, a single-head
gamma camera should be positioned with the crystal face downward.
This helps to prevent separation of the photomultiplier tube assembly
from the crystal.

7. Uptake probes, gamma well counters, gamma cameras, and
SPECT systems should always be left switched on even if idle for long
periods, overnight or weekends. Shutting down will lead to long warm-
up periods and tedious recalibration work.

8. The air conditioning systems should always kept "on" to prevent
warm, humid air from condensing on the units. A temperature change of
as little as 4°C/hour could damage the crystal. Do not subject the crystal
to a high temperature environment as this can lead to separation of the
photomultiplier tube assembly from the crystal, with results such as those
shown in Figure 28.

Figure 26 Irregularities in a dented
collimator
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If there is a power cut, or air conditioning fails for some other
reason, take measures to minimise rapid changes of temperature.
Keep doors and windows closed so far as possible and switch off
unnecessary equipment.

9. Radioactive calibration sources should be returned to
their proper storage areas after use. Otherwise they increase the
possibility of contamination and increase background levels.

Preamplifiers

~*1|j Photomtftlpllar

Light Guld«

Sodium Iodide
Crystal

Figure 27 The structure of the GC head

10. Do complete acceptance testing immediately after installation.

Example:
A SPECT system was installed. The engineer did not pay attention to the bed-
gantry-floor parallelism (Figure 29). During acceptance testing the alignment of
the ,,Axis of Rotation " was found to be unacceptable, it could not be corrected by
the correction program. The gantry had to be reinstalled.

11. Use Co-57 flood sources or flood phantoms.

Example:
Uniformity had to be measured but no Co-57flood source was available. The
collimator was taken off so a point source could be used. Measurement was
made. Putting the collimator back in place it hit and cracked the crystal.

Recommendation:
It is worth using a Co-57 flood source (Figure 30) even though it is expensive.
The replacement of a cracked crystal is much more expensive.

Figure 28 Image of a
partly separated PMT

assembly

Bed axis

Axis of rotation

Axis of rotation

Bed axis —

12. Be sure to make background measurements on all
counting/imaging systems before you use them. This will give
early indication of contamination or electronic interference.
Most of the radionuclides used in nuclear medicine are
unsealed sources so risk of contamination is always present. A
poorly shielded source, even if in another room, may raise the
level of background radiation.

a #0°

Figure 29 Mechanical errors in the
installation

Figure 30 Co-57 flood source
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Appendix A

EPC Expert - Electrical Power Conditioning Expert System

EPC Expert is a stand-alone software package that runs under MS Windows on IBM PC compatibles. It provides
guidelines for improving the quality of mains power supply and recommends which power conditioning or
protective devices should be used for particular instruments and situations. It includes databases of commercially
available devices and gives advice about their use. A separate training module provides general information
about mains power supply.

EPC Expert is of interest to all concerned with the use of nuclear medicine instruments - doctors, physicists or
laboratory assistants as well as maintenance staff and technical experts. With its help a general user may reach
near optimum solutions - although of course discussion with a technical expert would result in a more precise
recommendation.

EPC Expert has three modules: Consultation, Database and Training. Consultation provides recommendations
for protection and/or conditioning. Database provides a categorised list of applicable protective devices.
Training provides graphical and textual information giving an overall view of electrical power problems and
their remedies.

EPC Expert may be obtained, free of charge, from
Y.XieorM.Gardos
International Atomic Energy Agency
POBox 100
A-1400 Vienna,
Austria
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Appendix B

Checklist for a nuclear medicine laboratory

Before starting the day's work:

1. Background measurements made on:
a. dose calibrator
b. uptake probe
c. rectilinear scanner
d. gamma well counter
e. gamma camera

2. Radioactive sources are in storage area

Tick here Checked by

Gamma camera detector with collimator and facing down is "ON "
Collimators not in use are locked in cart
Air conditioners are working

Before leaving for the day's end

1. Radioactive sources are in storage area
2. Gamma camera detector, with collimator fitted and facing down is "ON ''
3. Collimators not in use are locked in storage cart
4. Air conditioners are working
5. The following are left "ON "

dose calibrator
uptake probe
rectilinear scanner
gamma well counter

Before leaving for the week-end:

1.
2.

4.
5.

Radioactive sources are in storage area
Gamma camera detector with collimator and facing down is "ON "
Collimators not in use are locked in cart
Air conditioners are working
The following are switched "OFF":

dose calibrator
uptake probe
rectilinear scanner
gamma well counter
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